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Objective: This study explored the automatic and controlled processes that may influence performance
on an implicit measure across cognitive-behavioral group therapy for panic disorder.
Method: The Quadruple Process model was applied to error scores from an Implicit Association Test
evaluating associations between the concepts Me (vs. Not Me) þ Calm (vs. Panicked) to evaluate four
distinct processes: Association Activation, Detection, Guessing, and Overcoming Bias. Parameter esti-
mates were calculated in the panic group (n ¼ 28) across each treatment session where the IAT was
administered, and at matched times when the IAT was completed in the healthy control group (n ¼ 31).
Results: Association Activation for Me þ Calm became stronger over treatment for participants in the
panic group, demonstrating that it is possible to change automatically activated associations in memory
(vs. simply overriding those associations) in a clinical sample via therapy. As well, the Guessing bias
toward the calm category increased over treatment for participants in the panic group.
Conclusions: This research evaluates key tenets about the role of automatic processing in cognitive
models of anxiety, and emphasizes the viability of changing the actual activation of automatic associa-
tions in the context of treatment, versus only changing a person’s ability to use reflective processing to
overcome biased automatic processing.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
One of the biggest challenges when treating panic and other
anxiety disorders is the seeming disconnect between what people
report “knowing” at a more controlled, strategic level, versus what
they report “experiencing” at a more automatic, uncontrollable
level. This fundamental discrepancy has led researchers to posit
that relatively automatic processing (e.g., processing that is outside
one’s conscious control or awareness) is critical in understanding
the fear and anxiety response (e.g., Mathews & MacLeod, 1994;
McNally, 1995; Williams, Watts, MacLeod, & Mathews, 1997). For
instance, Beck and Clark (1997) theorize that anxiety problems
result in part from the activation of a relatively automatic, reflexive
“primal threat mode,” which is followed by a more strategic and
elaborative form of cognitive processing. Indeed, Beck and Clark
(1997) suggest that deactivating biased automatic processing,
while activating more adaptive forms of thinking, is the critical goal
when treating anxiety problems.
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Several reviews have demonstrated that automatic processing
biases are common and predict important outcomes among people
with anxiety problems (Bar-Haim, Lamy, Pergamin, Bakermans-
Kranenburg, & van IJzendoorn, 2007; Teachman, Joormann,
Steinman, & Gotlib, 2012). However, one major limitation with
our current understanding of the role of automatic processing in
anxiety pathology is that the measurement of automatic processes
is not process pure (Conrey, Sherman, Gawronski, Hugenberg, &
Groom, 2005; Sherman, 2009; Sherman et al., 2008). Instead, as
implicit social cognition researchers have convincingly articulated,
these measures capture the combined contributions of several,
qualitatively different processes, including ones that are relatively
controlled in nature (Conrey et al., 2005; Sherman et al., 2008;
Sherman, Klauer, & Allen, 2010). In other words, simply using an
indirect measure, like the Implicit Association Test (IAT, Greenwald,
McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998), does not permit strong conclusions
about the relative influences of automatic versus relatively more
controlled components of processing.

Along these lines, Teachman, Marker, and Smith-Janik (2008)
recently investigated implicit panic associations, or inter-
connected associations in memory that are difficult to consciously
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1 As discussed in Teachman et al. (2007), individuals with panic disorder have
relatively stronger panicked (versus calm) associations with the self (versus others)
compared to a healthy control group, as measured with the IAT. However, both
groups still have a stronger absolute association between the self and calm, in the
sense that they are generally quicker to respond to words when “Me þ Calm” are
paired, as compared to “Me þ Panicked.” Given this, “Me þ Calm” is the compatible
pairing in this data (as opposed to “Me þ Panicked,” which is the incompatible
pairing). Hence, the OB parameter reflects overcoming the tendency to associate
oneself with calm.
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control, measured with the IAT. To evaluate whether change in
panic-relevant IAT scores [i.e., associations between Me (vs. Not
Me) þ Calm (vs. Panicked)] led to subsequent change in panic
symptoms across a 12-week course of cognitive-behavioral group
therapy for panic disorder, researchers used dynamic bivariate
latent difference score modeling. This test allows one tomodel both
the change processes across the two variables, as well as the rela-
tionship between those change processes (see McArdle &
Nesselroade, 2002). Given the sample size, the researchers con-
strained the change process to be the same over time to test
whether one change process was a leading indicator of another
change process, but this test did not address the question of exactly
when in treatment the change was most predictive. Results indi-
cated that changes in panic-relevant IAT scores predicted the de-
gree of subsequent symptom change. This work was exciting
because it suggests that change in cognition, including cognition
that is activated at a relatively automatic level, occurs in advance of
and predicts the extent of symptom reduction among patients with
panic disorder. However, given that the IAT captures both relatively
automatic and controlled components of anxious processing, it is
not clear what components of the IAT change were driving the
results in this study. For example, it could be that automatic, panic-
relevant associations were being altered, or it could be that patients
were becoming better at regulating these automatically activated
associations. Given the mounting research demonstrating that
implicit associations assessed with the IAT can be modified in a
clinical context (e.g., Clerkin & Teachman, 2010; Teachman et al.,
2008; Teachman & Woody, 2003; see review in Roefs et al., 2011),
it is critical to understand the underlying processes driving these
changes.

The current study seeks to better understand what aspects of
automatic and controlled processing change over the course of
treatment by applying the Quadruple Process or Quad model to a
subset and extension of Teachman et al.’s (2008) data. Specifically,
this study seeks to test the components of implicit attitudinal re-
sponses that change in response to a full dose of treatment, in
addition to comparing differences in Quad model parameter esti-
mates between a group diagnosed with panic disorder and a
healthy control group. Ultimately, applying the Quad model is
important because it enables a refined test of the underlying pro-
cesses driving overall IAT effects.

The Quad model

The Quadmodel is a multinomial processing treemodel that has
been validated across a variety of tasks, including the IAT (Conrey
et al., 2005; Sherman et al., 2008; see Methodological detail on
the IAT, below). Similar to other mathematical modeling ap-
proaches (e.g., Control Default model: Jacoby, 1991; Diffusion
model: Klauer, Voss, Schmitz, & Teige-Mocigemba, 2007; Process
Dissociation model: Payne, 2008), applications of the Quad model
are part of a growing recognition that crude classifications of im-
plicit versus explicit dimensions likely miss critical distinctions
within measures of cognitive processing. Specifically, the Quad
model decomposes implicit task performance into four interde-
pendent, but distinct processes: 1) Activation of Associations (AC)
refers to the degree to which biased associations are activated
when responding to a stimulus. All else being equal, the stronger
the associations, the more likely they are to be activated and to
influence behavior. In the current context, AC is measured with two
parameters. Specifically, ACme þ calm measures the degree to which
an association between Me (i.e., the self) and Calm is activated,
whereas ACnot me þ panicked measures the degree to which an as-
sociation between Not Me (i.e., others) and Panicked is activated. 2)
Detection (D) corresponds to a more controlled process that
enables detection of correct and incorrect responses (note that
“Detection” is conceptually the same as the earlier “Discrimina-
bility” parameter outlined by Conrey et al., 2005). 3) Guessing (G)
reflects a general response bias when no associations are activated
and the correct response cannot be determined. 4) Finally, at times
there is a conflict between automatically activated associations and
the response detected as correct. In this case, the Quad model
proposes that a self-regulatory process may override the influence
of automatically activated associations. This self-regulatory process
is referred to as the Overcoming Bias (OB) parameter.

In the present study, we explored the relative influence of each
of the four Quad model parameters on implicit panic responses
during therapy for panic disorder. Given our goal of decomposing
the basic IAT effect into relatively automatic and controlled forms of
processing, in this initial application of the Quad model to implicit
panic data, it was important to consider all the parameters that
reflect these different types of processes. For instance, it is possible
that an overall IAT effect is driven by changes in the ability to detect
the correct response, differences in the ability to overcome auto-
matic or habitual associations, or differences in response bias to-
ward a certain category.

With this in mind, we first, we evaluated whether ACme þ calm
and ACnot me þ panicked would increase over the course of treatment,
reflecting greater activation of an automatic association between
the self and calm. This test provides a critical opportunity to
determine whether it is actually the automatically activated asso-
ciations that are shifting over treatment, as suggested by cognitive
models of anxiety treatment (e.g., Beck & Clark, 1997), distinct from
the more controlled processing that the IAT also captures. Our
modeling approach also allowed examination of changes in
Detection and Guessing across treatment, and as a function of
group status (panic vs. healthy control). There were no specific
hypotheses for changes in Detection, other than possible
improvement over timewith practice. With respect to the Guessing
parameter, it seemed plausible that the response bias would be
relatively more oriented toward panicked (vs. calm) among the
panic group compared to the healthy control group prior to treat-
ment. Whether this Guessing parameter would shift following
treatment was more exploratory.

Finally, recall that the OB parameter reflects an override of an
automatic or habitual response. Given the structure of these data,
the OB parameter in this study represents the ability to overcome
the tendency to associate oneself with calm.1 Thus, for OB to reduce
one’s implicit panic associations in this context, participants would
have needed to lose their self-regulatory abilities across treatment,
which does not seem highly plausible given the intention in
treatment to gain self-regulatory skills (Barlow & Craske, 1994).

Therefore, this study was well designed to evaluate whether
relatively pure measures of activation, detection, and guessing
change over treatment, but was not as well-suited to test whether
override responses change. Critically, the advantage of applying the
Quad Model to basic IAT data is that it is possible to learn how
different automatic and strategic facets of implicit associations
change in response to treatment, rather than evaluating only a
single general effect.
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Method

Participants

Participants from this study were part of a larger project eval-
uating adult outpatients who participated in a 12-week cognitive-
behavioral group therapy for panic disorder, as well as a healthy
control group (for additional discussion of the panic and healthy
control group samples, and details on diagnostic inter-rater reli-
ability, see Teachman et al., 2008; Teachman, Smith-Janik, & Sap-
orito, 2007). Given our interest in evaluating trajectories of change
over treatment, only participants who completed at least 8 ses-
sions of treatment were included in the panic group, to insure that
participants had received an adequate dose of therapy (consistent
with Clerkin, Smith-Janik, & Teachman, 2008). Additionally, given
that the Quad model parameters are based on error rates, two
participants with extreme outliers in error rates (i.e., error rates
greater than three times the standard deviation of the error rate
for the IAT across sessions for the panic disorder sample) were
excluded from analyses. This resulted in a final sample of 28 par-
ticipants (Mean Age ¼ 41.39, SD ¼ 14.93, Range ¼ 18e71; 67.9%
female; 89.3% reported race as Caucasian, 7.1% as Black, 3.6% as
“Other”) with a primary diagnosis of panic disorder, as assessed
with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV diagnoses (First
et al., 1995).2

Participants in the healthy control groupwere assessed with the
MINI International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI Plus, version
5.0, 2003; original by Sheehan, Lecrubier, Sheehan, Amorim, &
Janavs, 1998). This brief diagnostic interview was used to assess
inclusion/exclusion criteria to confirm that participants in the
healthy control group did not have a current or past anxiety dis-
order, a current eating or psychotic disorder, or a substance use
disorder diagnosis during the previous year. Given our interest in
evaluating change over time consistent with the time the panic
group spent in treatment, only participants who completed both
testing sessions (baseline and post-treatment) were included in
analyses. As well, two participants were excluded who had error
rates greater than three times the standard deviation of the error
rate for the IAT across sessions for the healthy control sample. This
resulted in a final sample of 31 control participants (Mean
Age ¼ 33.16, SD ¼ 17.40, Range ¼ 18e78; 54.8% female; 93.5% re-
ported race as Caucasian, and 2 participants had missing data for
race).

Chi-square tests indicated that the panic and healthy control
groups were not significantly different across race (c2(2) ¼ 3.28,
p > .10) or sex (c2(1) ¼ 1.05, p > .10). As well, an independent
samples t-test indicated that groups did not significantly differ by
age (t57 ¼ 1.94, p ¼ .06, Cohen’s d ¼ .51).
Treatment

All participants in the panic group completed a 12-week group
treatment based on the manualized Panic Control Treatment
manual (Barlow & Craske, 1994). Treatment, which involved
structured, 90-min weekly sessions, consisted of groups of 4e6
participants diagnosed with panic disorder. A range of topics were
covered, including psychoeducation about panic symptoms and the
“fear of fear” model, cognitive restructuring that focused on re-
2 Note that the demographic characteristics for the panic group in this sample
(i.e., those panic participants who had completed most treatment sessions) are
comparable to those reported in Teachman et al. (2008): N ¼ 43, Mean Age ¼ 40.14,
SD ¼ 15.17, Range ¼ 18e71; 70% female; 90.7% reported race as Caucasian, 4.7% as
Black, and 2.3% as “Other”.
evaluating thoughts about the catastrophic nature of changes in
bodily sensations and beliefs about personal vulnerability to panic,
exposures (both interoceptive to address fear of bodily sensations,
and in the environment to return to situations that had been
avoided), and relaxation training to reduce resting levels of anxiety.
Each group was co-led by a licensed clinical psychologist (the
fourth author), or a doctoral student who received extensive
training and supervision. For additional detail on the treatment,
therapist training and supervision, participant recruitment and
attrition, see Teachman et al. (2008).

Measures3

Implicit panic responses were evaluated with the Implicit As-
sociation Test (IAT; Greenwald et al., 1998). The IAT has adequate
psychometric properties (Greenwald & Nosek, 2001), including
good testeretest reliability (Bosson, Swann, & Pennebaker, 2000).
Previous papers have also demonstrated that this version of the
IAT has high split-half reliability (Teachman et al., 2008), as
well as good construct validity (Teachman et al., 2007). Specif-
ically, at baseline, participants diagnosed with panic disorder
had relatively lower self þ calm (and correspondingly greater
self þ panicked) implicit associations as compared to a healthy
control group.

Similar to many measures used by social cognition researchers,
the IAT is a reaction time task that is meant to evaluate the relative
strength of association between two concepts in a person’s mem-
ory (Fazio & Hilden, 2001). The task compares the time taken to
classify stimuli into superordinate categories that have been paired
together, based on the idea that classification will be more rapid
and involve fewer errors when the paired categories are automat-
ically associated in memory vs. when the categories are not asso-
ciated. Used in this context, “pairing” refers to the mapping of
categories to response keys (e.g., the categories “Panicked,” and
“Me” can be paired together on the left side of the screen so that
items from either category are classified by the same keyboard
letter, indicating “left” side).

Categories in the present study were words reflecting the con-
cepts of “Calm” versus “Panicked,” and “Me” versus “Not Me.” The
primary IAT outcome (i.e., the IAT D score) reflects the time it takes
to classify stimuli when paired categories are congruent with
another (e.g., when “me” is paired with “calm”) versus when paired
categories are incongruent (e.g., “me” is paired with “panicked”).
Category labels and stimuli in the present study were as follows:
Panicked (Panicked, Scared, Anxious); Calm (Calm, Relaxed,
Serene); Me (Me, Self, I); and Not Me (Not Me, Other, Them). For
additional detail on the IAT measure used in this study, please see
Teachman et al. (2007, 2008).

Panic symptoms were evaluated with the Panic Disorder
Severity Scale (PDSS; Shear et al., 1997). The PDSS is a 7-item
measure that evaluates the frequency, distress, and impairment
associated with panic disorder. The self-report version has good
psychometric properties and is sensitive to treatment changes
(Houck, Spiegel, Shear, & Rucci, 2002; see also Otto, Pollack,
Penava, & Zucker, 1999; Teachman, 2005). In the current study, it
was implemented as a self-report scale, with total possible scores
on the PDSS ranging from 0 to 28. Note that the PDSS was slightly
modified in the present study to include a definition of “panic
attacks,” so participants could more accurately complete the scale
as a self-report measure.
3 Only measures directly relevant to the study’s current hypotheses are included
here. For details on the larger study evaluating cognitive processing in the context
of panic disorder, see Teachman et al. (2007, 2008), or contact the fourth author.
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Procedure

Participants in the panic group completed the PDSS at the start
of every therapy session to provide a weekly measure of panic
symptoms. They also completed the IAT at a testing session held
immediately prior to session 1, and then following sessions 3, 6, 9,
and 12. Participants in the healthy control group completed the IAT
at baseline, and at 12-week follow-up (corresponding to the 12
weeks of the treatment protocol). Note that wewere not testing the
efficacy of this treatment given its established strong outcomes, on
average, across numerous trials (see meta-analysis by Gould, Otto,
& Pollack, 1995); hence, we did not include a full waitlist control
group. Note that all procedures were approved by the university’s
Institutional Review Board, and all participants consented to
participate.

Data analytic plan

The Quad model uses the frequency of correct and incorrect
responses to measure four interdependent, but distinct underlying
processes: the Activation of Associations (ACme þ calm and ACnot me þ
panicked), Detection (D), response bias toward the calm category (G),
and Overcoming Bias (OB). As shown in Fig. 1, the Quad model can
be conceptualized as a processing tree in which a series of pro-
cesses are linked to responses via a many-to-one mapping. Each
branch in the processing tree represents a likelihood, and each
parameter represents the probability that a given process will be
engaged, conditional upon the preceding processes. For example,
Overcoming Bias (OB) is conditional upon the processes of both
Activation of Associations (AC) and Detection (D).

For illustration, Fig. 1 provides an example of an incompatible
trial where the Me þ Calm association is automatically activated,
but the category label Me is paired with the label Panicked on the
screen. Consider the top branch in the figure (highlighted in light
gray) leading to a correct response on this incompatible trial;
incompatible in that there is a conflict between activated associa-
tions (Me þ Calm) and the detected correct response
(Me þ Panicked). When a stimulus that belongs to the Me category
is presented, an association betweenMe and Calmwill be activated
with probability ACme þ calm. There also is a probability D that the
correct response will be detected. Detection is a controlled process
that discriminates between the correct and incorrect response
(correct here refers to the required left/right classification for a
correct response on the task). If the correct response is detected,
Fig. 1. The Quadruple Process (Quad) model of performance on an implicit task on an incomp
Me is paired with Panicked on the screen). Note. Each branch represents a likelihood. All para
of habitual associations, or ACme þ calm; D ¼ detection; OB ¼ overcoming bias; G ¼ guessin
there is a probability OB that the response driven by the association
will be overridden and the correct response will be chosen instead.
The probability that this top branch will be followed is the product
of the probabilities within the branch: (ACme þ calm)(D)(OB). (Note,
the probability of G is not discussed in this example because it re-
flects a response bias toward the calm category when the other
processes are not engaged. Given the Me þ Calm association was
activated, detection of the correct response occurred, and this bias
was overcome, G is not represented in this branch.) The overall
probability of a correct response can be found by summing the
probability of each branch in Fig. 1 leading to a correct response:
P(Correct) ¼ (ACcalm)(D)(OB) þ (1 � ACcalm)(D) þ (1 � ACcalm)(1 �
D)(1 � G).

Given our interest in evaluating group differences and change
that may influence implicit task performance, the Quad model was
fit to the IAT data using multiTree, a specialized program for
multinomial processing tree models (Moshagen, 2010). The pa-
rameters of the Quad model were estimated through maximum
likelihood estimation. In particular, the branches in Fig. 1 form a
system of equations that predict correct and incorrect response
frequencies across compatible (e.g., Me þ Calm) and incompatible
(e.g., Me þ Panicked) trials. MultiTree uses a search algorithm to
adjust the parameters simultaneously until the discrepancy be-
tween the predicted and observed frequencies is minimized, as
measured by the G2 statistic. For more complete information about
the data analysis for the Quad model, please refer to Conrey et al.
(2005) and Sherman et al. (2008). A hierarchical modeling
approach was used for testing differences in parameters
(Moshagen, 2010). First, a baseline model was fit to the data in
which all parameters were free to vary. Next, hypothesis testing on
model parameters was conducted by constraining parameters of
interest to be equal. According to the logic of hierarchical model
testing, differences in parameters may be inferred when fit of the
constrained model decreases relative to the baseline model. In the
present study, we used two indicators to assess model fit: 1) the
likelihood ratio test (G2), which compares the observed response
frequencies to the expected response frequencies predicted by the
model (p > .05 indicates an acceptable fit); and 2) the effect size w,
an r-family measure that helps to account for large numbers of
responses in aggregated data (w � .05 indicates an acceptable fit).

We provided converging support for our hypotheses by first
comparing parameters aggregated across participants in the
healthy control group versus the panic group (between-subjects
effects), and then examining the trajectory of key aggregated
atible trial (where the Me þ Calm association is automatically activated in memory, but
meters are conditional upon the preceding parameters. In this diagram, AC¼ activation
g.



Fig. 2. Between-subjects comparisons of ACme þ calm for the healthy control versus
panic groups at pre- and post-treatment.
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parameters over the course of treatment for the panic group
(within-subjects effects). Last, parameters were calculated for each
individual participant in the panic group, so we could evaluate
whether the change in slope for parameters was associated with
the change in slope for panic symptoms. As well, we conducted a
time-lagged analysis to evaluate the temporal precedence of the
Association Activation for Me þ Calm predicting panic symptoms.

Results

Quad model application: between-subjects comparisons

The healthy control and panic groups were compared on Quad
model parameters (ACme þ calm, ACme þ panicked, D, G, and OB) at the
pre-treatment and post-treatment sessions, the only sessions for
which data were available for the healthy control group. Before
comparing the healthy control and panic groups, we first fit the
baseline models for both groups. The Quad model fits the data well
for the panic group, G2(df¼ 6)¼ 4.94, p¼ .55,w¼ .03. Although the
model did not fit the data as well for the healthy control group, the
effect size indicated that the fit was acceptable, G2(df ¼ 6) ¼ 19.16,
p < .01, w ¼ .05. See Table 1 for best fitting parameters.

Prior to treatment, ACme þ calmwas higher for the healthy control
group compared to the panic group, DG2(df ¼ 1) ¼ 10.65, p ¼ .001,
w ¼ .03, as expected. Critically, this difference was no longer sta-
tistically significant at post-treatment, DG2(df ¼ 1) ¼ .09, p ¼ .76,
w< .01. See Fig. 2. Surprisingly, while the healthy control groupwas
not higher than the panic group at pre-treatment on ACnot me þ
panicked, DG2(df¼ 1)< .01, p¼ .97,w< .01, the healthy control group
showed a stronger Not Me þ Panicked association at post-
treatment relative to the panic group, DG2(df ¼ 1) ¼ 5.99, p ¼ .01,
w ¼ .02.

Dwas approximately equal for the healthy control group and the
panic group at pre-treatment, DG2(df ¼ 1) ¼ 1.06, p < .30, w < .01.
At post-treatment, D was higher for the panic group compared to
the healthy control group, DG2(df ¼ 1) ¼ 15.46, p < .01, w ¼ .03.
Further, at pre-treatment, G was higher for the healthy control
group compared to the panic group, DG2(df ¼ 1) ¼ 8.71, p ¼ .03,
w ¼ .03, indicating a greater response bias toward “calm” in the
healthy control group, as expected. However, there were no sig-
nificant differences in the G parameter at post-treatment,
DG2(df ¼ 1) ¼ .66, p ¼ .42, w < .01. Finally, there were no signifi-
cant group differences at pre-treatment (DG2(df ¼ 1) ¼ .73, p ¼ .39,
w< .01) or post-treatment (DG2(df¼ 1)¼ .00, p¼ 1,w< .01) on the
OB parameter.

In sum, while ACme þ calm and G were higher for the healthy
control (versus panic) group prior to treatment, these differences
were not statistically significant following treatment. In contrast,
the healthy control group showed a stronger Not Me þ Panicked
Table 1
Best fitting Quadruple Process (Quad) model parameter estimates and confidence interv

Healthy control group Panic group

Assessment point

Parameter Pre Post Pre
ACme þ calm .07 (.04e.09) .07 (.04e.10) .01 (.00e.03)
ACnot me þ panicked .05 (.02e.07) .08 (.05e.11) .05 (.02e.07)
D .94 (.92e.95) .93 (.91e.95) .95 (.93e.96)
G .63 (.52e.73) .52 (.41e.63) .38 (.28e.51)
OB .91 (.59e1.0) 1.00 (.86e1.0) .67 (.00e1.0)

Note. Parameter estimates were calculated for participants in the panic group across each
times when the IAT was administered in the healthy control group (sessions 1 and 12
intervals presented in parentheses. To keep the confidence intervals within the acceptabl
parametric bootstrap samples. Non-parametric bootstrapping involves resampling from t
process a large number of times (see Moshagen, 2010 for further detail).
association at post-treatment relative to the panic group. Mean-
while, D was approximately equal across groups at pre-treatment,
but higher for the panic (versus control) group following treat-
ment. Finally, there were not significant group differences for OB at
pre- or post-treatment.
Quad model application: trajectory of change over treatment,
within-subjects comparisons within the panic group

To examine changes in model parameters over the course of
treatment, the Quad model was applied to data across all five ses-
sions (1, 3, 6, 9, and 12) for the panic group. The data were aggre-
gated across all panic group participants for each assessment point
before fitting the model. The model fits the data well,
G2(df ¼ 15) ¼ 17.46, p ¼ .29, w ¼ .03.

As expected, ACme þ calm increased over the course of treatment,
DG2(df ¼ 4) ¼ 17.63, p < .01, w ¼ .03. See Fig. 3. Contrary to ex-
pectations, however, ACnot me þ panicked did not increase over the
course of treatment, DG2(df ¼ 4) ¼ 2.79, p ¼ .59, w ¼ .01. As well, D
did not change over the course of treatment, DG2(df ¼ 4) ¼ 7.52,
p ¼ .11, w ¼ .02. Interestingly, G increased over the course of
treatment, indicating that responses became more biased toward
responding “Calm,” DG2(df ¼ 4) ¼ 9.49, p ¼ .05, w ¼ .024. Not
surprisingly, given OB reflected an ability to override a calm asso-
ciation, there was no detectable change for OB over the course of
treatment, DG2(df ¼ 4) ¼ 2.33, p ¼ .67, w ¼ .01.

In sum, the ACme þ calm and G parameters increased over treat-
ment, whereas there was no significant change for the ACnot me þ
panicked, D, or OB parameters within the panic group across
treatment.
als.

3 6 9 Post
.03 (.01e.05) .03 (.01e.06) .04 (.02e.06) .08 (.05e.11)
.03 (.01e.05) .03 (.01e.05) .02 (.00e.04) .03 (.01e.05)
.97 (.96e.98) .97 (.95e.98) .97 (.96e.98) .97 (.95e.97)
.51 (.35e.68) .43 (.28e.62) .67 (.51e.84) .59 (.43e.74)
1.00 (.76e1.0) .94 (.46e1.0) .89 (.47e1.0) 1.00 (.88e1.0)

treatment sessionwhere the IATwas administered (1, 3, 6, 9, and 12), and atmatched
). Parameter estimates are probabilities, ranging from 0 to 1, with 95% confidence
e probability interval (0e1), confidence intervals were obtained from N ¼ 1000 non-
he data with replacement, fitting the model to the resampled data and repeating the



Fig. 3. Trajectory of change for ACme þ calm across assessment points for the panic
group.
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Quad model application: relationships among change in individual
parameter estimates and panic symptoms within the panic group

We evaluated the extent to which the change in slope for ACme þ
calm was associated with the change in slope for panic symptoms
(assessed with the PDSS), within participants in the panic group.
Specifically, for each individual participant, we fit the Quad model
to estimate individual parameter estimates [across participants, the
mean G2 (df ¼ 15) was 8.68 (p > .05 for 27 out of 28), indicating an
acceptable fit]. Next, we calculated a growth coefficient across
sessions 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 for the panic symptoms and the ACme þ
calm parameter estimates. The ACme þ calm estimates were logit
transformed before the calculation in order to help account for the
skewed distribution. These growth coefficients reflected the linear
change of the panic symptoms and the transformed ACme þ calm in
slope across treatment. The relationship between the slopes for
ACme þ calm and PDSS was in the anticipated direction and indicated
a small effect, with greater increase of Me þ Calm being associated
with greater decrease of panic symptoms on the PDSS (r ¼ �.20,
p ¼ .31); however, the effect did not reach significance. Note, it was
not possible to evaluate the relationship between the slopes of the
G parameter (the other parameter showing within-subjects change
over treatment) and PDSS symptoms because nearly every partic-
ipant had many curves in their trajectory of the G parameter over
treatment. Hence, a linear growth model was unable to account for
the change in the G parameter because the slope of the G parameter
was not linear (slope ¼ 0).

Next, we conducted a time-lagged analysis that evaluated the
temporal precedence of the Association Activation for Me þ Calm
predicting panic symptoms. Specifically, we computed a linear
growth coefficient across sessions 1, 3, and 6 for the ACme þ calm
parameter estimate. This provided us with an estimate of change
over the first half of therapy. Again, the ACme þ calm estimates were
logit transformed before the calculation. Next, we conducted a
partial correlation between the slope of ACme þ calm across the first
half of treatment and an average of panic symptom scores at
sessions 9 through 12, controlling for baseline panic symptom
scores. We took an average of panic scores at sessions 9 through
12 to have a more reliable indicator of panic symptom outcomes.
In line with earlier analyses, there was a small, non-significant
relationship between the slope of change in ACme þ calm over
the first half of treatment and later panic symptoms (r ¼ �.19,
p ¼ .36).
Discussion

This research represents the first study to our knowledge that
systematically applies the Quad model to a clinically anxious
sample undergoing treatment, which allowed us to simultaneously
explore the underlying processes implicated in implicit panic
responses.

Specifically, the present study applied the Quad model to eval-
uate four distinct processes that may influence implicit task per-
formance: Association Activation, Detection, Guessing, and
Overcoming Bias. To provide convergent evidence, we examined
both between-subjects (panic vs. healthy control group differences
in parameter estimates) and within-subjects (changes in parameter
estimates over the course of panic treatment for individuals in the
panic group) effects. As well, we explored the extent to which the
slope of ACme þ calm within individual participants in the panic
group was associated with and predicted the slope of symptom
change.

The most robust finding in the present study was the change in
the ACme þ calm parameter. First, compared to healthy participants,
individuals in the panic group had a weaker association between
Me þ Calm at baseline. However, there was no significant group
difference in ACme þ calm following session 12. Moreover, within-
subjects findings indicated that the association between
Me þ Calm strengthened over treatment for participants in the
panic group. Together, these findings provide one of the cleanest
empirical demonstrations to date that it is possible to change
automatically activated associations in a clinical sample via therapy.
While previous research has demonstrated change in overall IAT
effects across therapy (see Teachman et al., 2008), it is not clear to
what extent those effects reflected change in activation of associ-
ations and/or only change in the ability to override the biased
activation. Applying the Quad model is therefore valuable because
it allows a more nuanced test of the underlying processes driving
changes in IAT effects.

Critically, automatic associations may share some similarities
with anxious schemas in the sense that they represent inter-
connected, relatively automatic associations in memory (see
Clerkin & Teachman, 2010; Teachman et al., 2008; Teachman &
Woody, 2004). Moreover, cognitive behavioral models of panic
predict that anxious schemas, or fear networks, guide the ways in
which people screen, code, and process information (e.g., Beck,
Emery, & Greenberg, 1985). Hence, consistent with Beck and
Clark’s (1997) influential theory, the capacity to change these
automatically activated associations is both theoretically and clin-
ically meaningful.

It is important to highlight that while the ACme þ calm parameter
did appear to meaningfully change in the panic group, this change
in slope was not significantly associated with or predictive of panic
symptoms (as assessed with the PDSS). This finding warrants
consideration given previous work demonstrating that changes in
overall panic-relevant IAT scores [operationalized as associations
between Me (vs. Not Me) þ Calm (vs. Panicked)] predicted changes
in panic symptoms (Teachman et al., 2008). There are a few possible
ways to interpret this difference across studies, as well as the non-
significant finding more generally. First, in the present study, the
relationship between change in the ACme þ calm parameter and
change in symptoms was in the anticipated direction, with a small
effect size (r¼�.20). As well, in the time-lagged analysis, there was
also a small effect for the slope in the ACme þ calm parameter across
the first half of treatment to predict later panic symptoms
(r ¼ �.19). It is possible that these effects are meaningful, but
difficult to detect given our relatively small sample size. Indeed, our
sample size of 28 for the panic group was considerably smaller than
the sample size of 43 reported in Teachman et al. (recall that the
reduced sample size in the current study was due to the differing
aims of these projects; namely, we were interested in evaluating
trajectories of change in Quadmodel parameters over treatment, so
we wanted to insure that participants had received an adequate
dose of therapy). It is also important to point out that maximum
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likelihood estimation can over-estimate individual variability (e.g.,
Farrell & Ludwig, 2008; Wetzels, Vandekerckhove, Tuerlinckx, &
Wagenmakers, 2010), which may have the effect of attenuating a
possible correlation between the parameters and outcome
variables.

Of course, it is also possible that ACme þ calm is simply not
strongly and/or reliably related to changes in self-reported panic
symptoms. When considering this possibility, it is helpful to recall
that the effect discussed in Teachman et al. was for the overall IAT
effect, which was not decomposed into its component processes.
Hence, it is possible that while the relatively pure form of automatic
activation (in this case, the Association Activation for Me þ Calm)
may be influenced by treatment, the impact that this purer mea-
sure of automatic processing has on predicting degree of symptom
reduction is less robust than the impact of the full IAT D score
(which reflects the contributions of multiple processes in addition
to association activation). When considered in this light, the cur-
rent research is valuable because it highlights why simply evalu-
ating the overall IAT effect may be less informative than exploring
the underlying processes contributing to that effect.

Consistent with dual process theories (e.g., Wilson, Lindsey, &
Schooler, 2000), it is also possible that change in the activation of
automatic associations will be most predictive of those symptoms
of panic that are less amenable to conscious control or awareness
(e.g., psychophysiological markers of panic), as opposed to those
that are more strategic in nature (e.g., a self-report measure of
symptoms, as assessed in this study). Finally, there have been
several recent studies that cast doubt on some tenets of cognitive
models of anxiety and obsessive compulsive spectrum disorders.
For example, recent work suggests that change in cognitions
related to obsessive-compulsive disorder may not be causally
related to symptom reduction (Woody, Whittal, & McLean, 2011;
see also Olatunji et al., 2013). Clearly, more work is needed to un-
derstand the conditions under which cognitive change will predict
symptom change, and perhaps equally importantly, the conditions
under which cognitive change will not predict symptom change.

Interestingly, the ACnot me þ panicked parameter was significantly
higher for participants in the healthy control (versus panic) group
following session 12. This finding was surprising given the pattern
of findings for ACme þ calm. One might suspect that the pattern of
findings for the two AC parameters would be identical. That is, as
people have a stronger activation of Me þ Calm (which we saw in
the present study), they might correspondingly have a stronger
activation of Not Me þ Panicked. This would reflect the notion that
“I am calm, not panicked.” Although speculative, one reason why
the AC parameters might have diverged in the present study con-
cerns the possible construal of “Not me” by the panic group. In-
dividuals undergoing group treatment had just learned how
common panic actually is, and they spent a considerable amount of
timewith others who experienced panic. So, it is plausible that they
conceptualized “not me” as “other people,” given the stimuli are
designed to denote other people (e.g., “them”). In other words,
activation of Not Me þ Panicked associations may have been less
about the negation of panic tied to the self (e.g., “I am not someone
who panics”), and more about an increased recognition that panic
affects others as well (e.g., “Other people are very likely to panic”).
Regardless, it is clear that the relative nature of the IATdand the
corresponding category labelsdcan be particularly challenging to
interpret in the context of clinical phenomena.

The challenges that come with the relative nature of the IAT
were most highlighted by our investigation of the OB parameter.
The OB parameter is conceptualized as a relatively controlled, self-
regulatory process that prevents automatically activated associa-
tions from leading to an incorrect response. For example, the OB
parameter might allow someone to overcome a habitual response,
like automatically equatingWhiteþ Good, on an IAT that measures
automatic associations of White (versus Black) with Bad (versus
Good). In the present study, however, the OB parameter repre-
sented the ability to overcome the tendency to associate oneself
with calm (a positive association). Hence, for OB to reduce one’s
implicit panic associations in this context, participants would have
needed to lose their self-regulatory abilities across treatment, as
opposed to gaining self-regulatory abilities across treatment. This
seems implausible given that other research suggests that inhibi-
tory learning, and developing the ability to overcome one’s un-
helpful automatic associations, is a critical component in
recovering from anxiety problems (e.g., Craske et al., 2008). As well,
the Panic Control Treatment used in this study is partly designed to
enable individuals to develop self-regulatory skills, like explicitly
restructuring unhelpful cognitions (Barlow & Craske, 1994). Finally,
it is unlikely that self-regulation skills during IAT performance
would diminish over time as one gained more experience per-
forming the task.

In terms of the Detection or D parameter, healthy control and
panic participants were approximately equal in terms of their
ability to discriminate (i.e., determine the correct answer) at the
beginning of treatment, but those in the panic (versus healthy
control) group had a stronger D parameter at session 12. Mean-
while, within-subjects analyses revealed that the D parameter did
not significantly change over the course of treatment for those in
the panic group. We suspect that the increased detection for those
in the panic (versus healthy control) group reflects the fact that this
parameter is especially susceptible to practice effects, and the panic
group had extra practice completing the IAT. Moreover, the within-
subjects effect for the panic group presumably did not reach sig-
nificance because those in the panic group started at such a high
level in terms of their ability to detect (.95), pointing to a ceiling
effect. According to Conrey et al. (2005), the D parameter is sensi-
tive to motivation and the desire to succeed on the task.

Finally, the G parameter reflects a more general response bias in
the absence of an automatically activated association or knowledge
of the correct answer (Conrey et al., 2005; Sherman et al., 2008).
Interestingly, at baseline, healthy (versus panic) participants were
relatively more biased toward the calm category, whereas this
group difference was not apparent following session 12 of treat-
ment. Furthermore, within the panic group, it appeared that the
relative bias toward the calm category increased over the course of
treatment. This finding is intriguing, and is consistent with the
notion that patients with anxiety problems generally have a bias
toward negative or threatening information (e.g., Cloitre &
Liebowitz, 1991; Maidenberg, Chen, Craske, Bohn, & Bystritsky,
1996; Teachman et al., 2012; Williams et al., 1997). Hence, this
findingdthat the relative bias toward calm increased for the panic
groupdmay be meaningful. That said, it is important to clarify that
the G parameter did not indicate that patients diagnosedwith panic
disorder had an initial, absolute bias toward panic. As well, wemust
be cautious in interpreting this finding given that when evaluated
at the individual level, nearly every participant had many curves in
their trajectory of change. This made it impossible to obtain a
reliable growth coefficient for the G parameter at the individual
level. Thus, it is possible that the aggregate-level data masked some
unreliability and variability in this data.

Limitations

These data must be interpreted in light of several limitations.
First, as noted, we were unable to evaluate the extent to which OB
represented a self-regulatory process of overcoming a negative bias.
Second, the healthy versus panic comparisons in this study are
confounded by the number of times the IAT was performed, with
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panic participants completing the IAT more than healthy control
participants. Given that learning and practice can influence IAT
effects, it is possible that the between-group differences we saw
were influenced by the different number of times that the IAT was
completed in the two groups. That being said, we did evaluate our
data in several ways (e.g., within- and between-groups effects) in
order to provide convergent evidence for change in the Quadmodel
parameters. As well, while there is evidence that the magnitude of
the overall IATeffect is reduced if an individual has prior experience
completing an IAT, research suggests that this difference is being
driven by whether an individual has 0e1 versus 2 þ previous IAT
completions (Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003). In fact, when
investigating the question of whether practice influences IAT per-
formance, Greenwald et al. note: “Little or no further reduction in
IAT scores occurred for two or more previous uses” (p. 203). Thus,
given that both groups completed the IAT more than once, previous
data suggest that there is likely not a large difference in practice
effects across groups.

Another limitation is that we did not include a waitlist control
group; hence, it is unknown whether the within-subjects effects
seen in this study would have occurred naturally over time, or
whether they were caused by the specific treatment. However,
there is an extensive literature attesting to the specific effects of
cognitive-behavioral therapy for panic disorder (e.g., meta-
analyses: Gould et al., 1995; Mitte, 2005), including effects of
therapy on cognition (e.g., Casey, Oei, & Newcombe, 2005; Clark
et al., 1999, 1997; Hofmann et al., 2007). Further, a previous test
with these data provided numerous indications that treatment had
a positive impact on symptoms (including catastrophic mis-
interpretations, panic attack frequency, distress/apprehensions,
and avoidance behavior; Teachman, Marker, & Clerkin, 2010).
Together, this gives us reasonable confidence in the inference that
treatment influenced the observed changes in the ACme þ calm
parameter. Finally, the small sample size and correspondingly low
power were a limitation, particularly for the analyses investigating
individual-level relationships, though the repeated measures
design and small number of focused tests that were run helped in
this regard. As well, the predominantlyWhite sample is a limitation
insofar as it weakens the external generalizability of this work.

Future directions and conclusions

Taken together, this research provides a valuable and novel-
dalbeit preliminarydexamination into the underlying processes of
implicit cognition among patients with panic disorder. Future
research using different category labels will be needed to deter-
mine the extent to which the expression of an undesirable panic
association may be overcome by self-regulatory processes (e.g.,
rather than directly contrasting calm with panicked, one could
examine associations tied to panic intensity or frequency, such as
the category “panic” with the categories “often” vs. “rare”). Future
research might also utilize a full waitlist control group to more
clearly determine whether effects were caused by the specific
treatment, and it will be valuable to replicate the between-groups
effects when the panic and control groups complete an equal
number of IATs. As well, it will be critical to replicate and extend
these findings to a larger and more diverse sample. Given the non-
significant relationship between the ACme þ calm parameter and
panic symptoms, it will be especially important to clarify the con-
ditions under which change in the activation of automatic associ-
ations will meaningfully predict or be associated with symptom
change.

Ultimately, the current research takes us one step closer to
testing tenets from cognitive models of anxiety about the role of
automatic processing. These findings emphasize the viability of
changing the actual activation of automatic associations in the
context of treatment for panic, versus only changing a person’s
ability to use reflective processing to overcome biased automatic
processing. For instance, the findings offer thought-provoking ev-
idence in light of claims that, in order for fear extinction to occur,
new learning and memories must compete with and inhibit the
original fear memories (e.g., Bouton, 1993; see discussion in Craske,
Liao, Brown, & Vervliet, 2012). Interestingly, data from the current
study suggest that it may be possible to directly change the actual
Association Activation for Me þ Calm, even in the absence of evi-
dence that strategic override of the old fear associations occurred
(at least as measured by the OB parameter). This is in line with
recent work suggesting that it is possible to actually erase fearful
memory traces by disrupting the reconsolidation of that memory
(e.g., Agren et al., 2012). That said, future work will be needed to
determine whether the stimuli are activating a different set of as-
sociations after treatment (i.e., whether the associations are actu-
ally qualitatively changing), or whether the same associations are
still activated, but to a greater degree (suggestingmore quantitative
change).

Further, future work is critical to determine whether changing
the ACme þ calm parameter is also a clinicallydand not just theo-
reticallydmeaningful finding. Along these lines, an exciting po-
tential avenue for future research is to apply mathematical
modeling techniques like the Quad Model to the ongoing research
designed to directly manipulate relatively automatic forms of
cognition (e.g., attention bias training: Amir, Weber, Beard, Bomyea,
& Taylor, 2008; conditioning of implicit rejection associations:
Clerkin & Teachman, 2010). Utilizing an experimental design in
conjunction with mathematical modeling techniques would allow
researchers to more directly test causality and mechanisms in
cognitive models of anxiety by exploring the underlying processes
driving changes in relatively automatic forms of cognition.
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